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The meeting was called to order at 3. 30 p .m. 

SPECIAL cmiI.1ITTEE DECISION OF 4 AUGUST 1982 COHCEmTING PUERTO RICO ( continued) 

The CIIAIRiJAl'T: The first speaker is Mr: Juan Antonio Corretjer of 

the Liga Socialista Puertorriquefia. 

At the invitation of the Chairman, lir. Juan Antonio Corretjer (Lir:;9:. 

Socialista Puertorriquena) took c1, place at the Committee table. 

The CHAIR!:IAJ\T: I call on Hr. Corretj er. 

l:Ir. CORRETJER ( interpretation from Spanish) : In my country uhen 

a fire starts in a field, the peasants set fire to the adjoining area, creating 

a fire break: they stop.fire with fire. 

On 25 July 1898 my country was invaded by the United States Army. They 

landed at the port of Guanica, in Caribbean ,raters, in the south of Puerto Rico. 

Jiinutes later, they were greeted by a guerrilla band of patriots, led by 

Jose Maldonado, the legendary ;Hhite Eagle:, of our struggles :for liberation. 

In the face of the Yankee invaders, White Eagle autorrn.tically became 

the initiator of the struggle for independence of Puerto Rico and, at the sa.E1e 

time, the first anti--r:ilitarist of our country. The legendary guerrilla leader 

set the pattern for the ~enuine struegle for independence of Puerto Rico and 

Puerto Rican antimilitarism in the face of Yankee imperialistic militarism -

armed struggle. 

Today the status of a nation invaded by Yankee armecl_ forces persists:; 

and the militarist regime imposed on the country governs the colonial life of the 

Puerto Ricans. The struggle for independence is basically an 

armed struggle, in keepinc; with the classic model of 'ifuite Eac;le 's :.2:uerrilla 

struggle, brought to its hic;hest exuression by Albizu Campos and represented 

today by the clanc1estine organizations for ar1'l.ed strug1sle both in the invaded 

national territory and in the reare;uard actions on the soil of the inperialist 

federal State of the Uni:tec1 States. It is an honour for me to name these 

organization: the People's Revolutionary Commanc.os, the Boricua People's Arrny _ 

popularly known as liac_heteros" - the Armed Forces of Popular Resistance_. (FARP), 

the Organization of Volunteers for Puerto Rican Revolution (OVRP, Volunteers) 
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in occupied national territory, and Armed Forces of National Liberation (FALN), 

currently active in the United States. 

The Liga Socialista Puertorriguefia takes pride, through me, to name these 

organizations in this Committee, so ~hat it be understood that no decision in 

connection with the colonial case of Puerto Rico could be reached and action 

taken without recognition of the existence of these organizations, since they 

reflect the highest expression of the will of the Puerto Rican people. And 

this positive will expresses a whole philosophy for the future life of the 

Puerto Ricans - anti-imperialist, socialist, anti-militarist and, consequently 9 

democratic. 

In paying a tribute to the memory of the Liberator Simon Bolivar 

on the occasion of the two hundredth anniversary of his birth, we recall that 

Puerto Rico was part of the Liberator's grand design. Also, this staunch 

soldier of war-to-the-death left us this warning - and it was not the only one -

of a clearly democratic character: "Woe unto the people, when it is armed 

,men who deliberate. 11 In the last analysis, both the decree of war-to-the-death_ 

and this warning I have just recalled spring from the same historic necessity 

and the same national concern. 

To the constant aggression of Yankee militarism against my country is 

added today what that same interventionist Power is unleashing against Nicaragua 

and El Salvador. Nicaragua is not attacking anyone; even less so is El Salvad9r,.. 

Peoples whose fate was deliberated by armed men of the kind condemned by 

Bolivar and protected by the United States are today fighting either to gain 

freedom or to retain their recently-gained independence in order to- reorganize., 

their lives and their economiesj and to develop their cultures while freely 

enjoying the full benefits of international brotherhood, unhampered by 

foreign interests. 

What is occurring in Nicaragua and in El Salvador confirms the 

experience of Puerto Rico, which, without independence, cannot but continue 

to be a colony. In its bitter, bloody quest for national liberation, we 

see that "The struggle for independence is a specific form of class struggle".· 

This fact at once enriches and hinders the development of the struggle for 
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21,1anci:02.tion in I:l Salvador and IJicarac;ua; uhat hinclers that c1evelopr0.ent 

J_s Yankee i:aperialism and the horrendous vestiges o:f its national op-r)ression • 

In Puerto n.ico, the phenomenon is recurring, albeit belatedly~ but there ae;ain 

Yankee fr,perialisn cannot disclaim total and equal respcnsibility. 

'I'he stru~gle of Hicaragua and El Salvador against Yankee militarism gives 

irrefutable proof of the need to fight fire with fire and, in the case of 

Puerto Rico, demonstrates that its equivalent in Puerto Rico can be found in 

the rn1ite Eagle and the nationalism of Albizu Crunpos, who in 1954 nade shots 

rine; out in the United States. Congress in '.Iashine:;ton, the imperia::i..ist legislativE 

bocly which initiates all legislation on taxes, includin11; the quota of blood 

exacted by compulsory military service. Today White Eagle I s le8itimate heirs 

are the valient soldiers of the antirnilitarist stru1;gle of the clandestine 

orc;anizations for armed struggle, to which I have already referred. 

Internationalism has been a characteristic of the struggle for Latin 

.American independence since its earliest days; in Hicarar;ua it was illustrated 

by. the struc;p;le ac;ainst the Yankee tyranny of the Somocistas, ,just as it 

h~d been previously in the triumphant war uaged in the 1930s under the leadershiI) 

of the Liberator Aususto Cesar Sandino ae;ainst United States Iiarines. 

Puerto Ricans have uatered all the fields o:r La:tin American -freedQil--with their own

blood. This occurred in Hicarac;ua, and Puerto nican independence fic;hters 

are in the field shoulder~to .. shoulder uith their brothers of El Salvador in that 

terrible inferno 01 blood and fire which has been imposed on the people of 

A;:-:nstin F2.rabundo 1ie.rti by Yankee ir,1perialists. But the international 

soliclarity of Puerto Rico uith the oppressed peoples is manifested through 

the r.1ilitary struGgle :for independence in Puerto Rico itself. 
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licw,y years ?imst pass ancl terrible thinc,;s hrc~)pen before:: 1re ?·.rri ve u,t the 

star;e of reciprocity in the c2.se of Puerto· nico. 

This Conu,1i ttee knous uell the problem that the Uni_ tec1 Eito.tes creo:tccl. in 

Puerto Ttico with its base __ ~t ?IJerations lcnoun as Tioosevelt Hoacl.s o.ncl. ::,pecii:icall:r 

vit.i1 iLs aGt;ressive naval activities in our LessE"r Is]_8nc1 of Vieques ~ 

Rl sn -oa.rt of that base the centre o:f which is located on Ensenada Honcb u 1 the 

m1mir-i 1,-,,7 -i Ly of Ceiha in Pw:-•rto Hico proper. The stucly of the situation in Vieques 

r,1a(le in 19J17 1J.V Albizu Can:pos st;ill applies. It can be su1,mc,rize,l .3~s follows: 

'In Vie~~ues t:.l1e Unitecl Stat.es is l)ractisine; vivisectio11 of our COllntr~r ·,; ~:11c 

Puerto Hican struc;Gle 2{;ainst the United States navy hew been the const::L1t rcpl:•· 

·to constant a[::,c,;ression 0 constant n.buse by the :?a~,r q;ainst the civi7io.n poJ_'>lJJF.ticn. 

'l7here hcwe been decades of street fir;hting. One knmrn of the struc~cle o:f the 

1S)60s and 1970s O 11hich culminated vith the ir1prisorwient ancl murder of our leader and 

cori1rade Jmc;el TiocJric;uez Cristobal, C<',lYturec.1 on Vieq_nes am} finished o?:f in tlle 

Ji'ederal Prison in 1'a1J_allassee, Florida. The escalation of the stru:jgle uo.s 

then a.rrestecl_ rnore by the violence of .the Fayy_., poth )n, its rnilitar:y: po;:·rer .and in its 

juc.iciaJ. terrorism in the Yankee Federal Court in Puerto Rico~ than b:/ the anti.:. 

incl.epenc1-ence repression of the electoral system. Toch,y the street strur,::c;le appears 

once <'.c;ain in Vieques. He are p1cased to see its reappearance, which intensifies the 

world:s awareness of the case of Puerto Rico, as reflected in this Co1,1mittee. 

In the lfoxican cit:,,r of Puebla, a Puerto Rica.n _i_n~lepenclcri.:!:EtG_._ prisoner of' 

war :Jillia:rn Guillermo dorales, was car)turecL The spectacular fli~•:ht by tl1is 

heroic Puerto Hicar1 narked the bec;innin3 of inter11.8.tional reco;_,nH;ion. T::l.is 

cripi.,le bo~~ed the ears of iJ11peri2,~ism ui th his nutiliated lrn.nc;_s. Ee gave realit;'l to 

· th:c. Spanish saying of the ,:handless slap 11 • In order to capture Morales,, the United 

States violated the frontier that it had itself im1~osed on Hexico after its pluhderin~ 

in 18!!0. Al thouc;h to this day that frontier continues to be imposed by fo:,:-ce and 

violence~ the Uni teu Gt ates shoulc_1, out of self-respect~ accord all 

d.ue :respect to the ne.tional sovereignty of the Unitec1 Stc:.tes of Mexico. 

Bu_t it dicl not do this. Its Lr11ba..ssy in 1-Ie::ico City- is ~-- r1est of s1Jies a11c.l.. o. 

bo,se for the I'DI and the CIA. The latter act uithout respect or consicleration 

for the dignity of the :rexican Government or peOl_)le. They e.r):-est nrn1 Hurcler, 

at ti;,'.es supported by corrul)t sectors of the !Iexican police. This occurrec7- in 
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the case of the arrest of the Puerto Rican hero. The United States violated 

Mexican sovereignty and the most fundamental laws of' international coexistence 

and "began an illegal relationship with corrupt members of the Mexican police in 

order to capture Morales. In the encounter, a Yankee policeman born in Me;:ico 

died; although accredited as a member of the Mexican police, this man had been 

corrupted and joined the ranks o:f the FBI. He was a Yankee policeman, as was 

the CIA leader of the operation, a man by the name of Gordon. 

Using military force, to protect its economic and commercial -· specifically 

oil -· interests, the United States abuses the Mexican people and humiliates it, 

rendering the Mexican Government unable to prevent the activities of espionage 

and of the Yankee police, the FBI and the CIA within its territory. It imposes 

on the Mexican Government the obligation to maintain an economic situation that 

brings misery and poverty to the people, increasing the :cepressive elements 

inherent in the State since its f'o~ndation. 

The United States is today trying to pressure the I-Iexican Government to 

extradite Hilliam Guillermo I1oro.les. We are :fighting to get the Mexican Government 

not to comply; we want it to act in keeping with its long history of refusing to 

hand over persons persecuted for political reasons by their Governments. It 

should allow Uilliarn Guillermo I-iorales to leave litexico freely for any countl'y 

whose Government supports Puerto Rico's independence and would receive him with 

open ai·ms. 

Hith the capture of Uilliam Guillermo MoralPs in Mexico, the Mexican people 

set out on the path o:f Latin American reciprocity with the sacrifice of the lives 

of its mm citizens, which Puerto Rico has already trodden with the peoples of 

Latin America fighting :for their independence and freedom. I mention in all 

humility and with enormous c;ratitude the names of the Hexican man and woman 

insanely immolated by the Yanl .. ees in Puebla O Mexico. A Mexican revolutionary 

:friend, Adelario Diapando Contreras, died fighting to defend William Guillermo. 

Another Mexican revolutionary :friend, Judith Birrio Angiano 0 was basely murdered 

in her home. A 16-year-old child, Antonio Pedro Ruiz, was first shot and 

hospitalized and then made to disappear by the FBI and corrupt elements of the 

Mexican lJolice • 

In tribute to those fallen Mexican comrades, I would invite all Puerto Ricans 

here to accompany me_in a' nrinute or silence in their honour. 

There was a mim;te 1_!l silence. 
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The PRESIDENT: The Petitioner may continue. 

Mr. CORRETJER (interpretation from Spanish): It is our duty to inform 

this Committee that some of our friends in Mexico have been threatened with 

reprisals by that nest of vipers, the United States Consulate in Ciudad Juarez. 

We can assure those of our comrades who have been threatened that Puerto Rican 

patriots are always arm-in-arm with General Francisco Villa in Columbus, New Mexico. 

We inform this Committee of the arrest in Chicago of comrades Alejandrina Torres, 

Edwin Cortes, Alberto Rodriguez and Jose Rodriguez. All four have been deprived 

of their freedom on the basis of mere suspicions and vengefully and repressively 

imprisoned, in conditions which breach all standards of human decency. This is 

particularly true of comrade Alejandrina Torres: Not only is Ale,iandrina a 

woman; she is also a member of the Church, a housewife and mother of two daughters . 

Her husband is a minister of the First Congregational Church of Chicago. They 

both reside above the church. Yet, Alejandrina Torres has been kept since her 

arrest in a cell in the men's section of prison without enjoyinf, the minimum 

possible privacy. How far can Yankee judicial terrorism go in its abject fear 

of Puerto Rican patriotism? 
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The most recent act of aggression by Yankee judicial terrorism in Puerto 

Rico was the arraignment of Carlos Hoya Buratti, the leader of the Puerto Rican 

Socialist Leaeue,and Federico Cintron Fiallo, the spokesman for the Comite 

Unitario Contra la Represi6n (CUCRE), before a Federal Grand Jury in Brooklyn. 

In its obsession uith sports and with setting new records Uashington has really 

done it this time. In its lengthy domination of Puerto Rico, Spain never 

arrested patriots in Puerto Rico for trial in Madrid or in any other city of the 

metropolis. As a result, Noya and Cintron were tried for criminal conteapt 

in the Brooklyn Federal Court and because the Government could not obtain a 

conviction they will be brouc;ht to trial again on 17 October. Heither of the two 

men denies the charge, it might be added. The ultimate absurdity of the 

Yankee legal system is that the sentence is up to the discretion of the judge·. 

They could be sentenced to life imprisonment. Is this not judicial terrorism? 

Returning to the trial against Alejandrina Torres and her companions, I 

should like to refer to a very important political question in this trial. I 

shall quote from an article I myself wrote and which was published in 13 August 

this year in the important daily newspaper of San Juan, Puerto Rico, El Huevo Dia 

uncl.er the headinc; 11The impossible crime a. It reads as follm•rs: 

"Alejandrina Torres, Edwin Cortes, Alberto and Jose Rodriguez, four 

Puerto Ricans, are charged with allegedly conmritting a crime that is 

impossible to commit. The char~e of seditious conspiracy cannot be brought 

against any Puerto Rican. Puerto Ricans cannot be seditious. The 

southerners who rebelled against the Federal Government in the .Civil Har 

·were seditious. It would be seditious today if the citizens of Vermont,· 

Pennsylvania or 11assachusetts were to rise \lP and break away from the 

Fecleral State in violation of a Constitution that does not recognize the 

right to secession. Because the right to secession is not granted to any 

of the provi~ces of the Federal State called states, the rebels of 1862 

were seditious, just as lraine or Georgia would be considered seclitious were 

they to do the same today. 

"We Puerto Ricans cannot be seditious no matter how many conspirators 

there 1nay be or uhat 'they may do to gain independence from Yankee 

imperialism. He are not within the Federal State; we are a separate 

country; we are. a Latin American nation that is occupied militarily by the 

United States , and that occupation imposes upon our people a shameful) 
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anachronistic, deceitful, disreputable and doomed form of colonialism 
' 

one that is doomed to disappear. It will disappear because of the efforts 

of women like Alejandrina Torres and men like Edwin Cortes, Alberto 

Rodriguez and Jose Rodriguez, exercisine; their natural right to fight for 

the independence of Puerto Rico with the means called for by their 

patriotism, no matter how violent the Federal Bureau of Investigation tries 

to make them look. But we stress the fact that notwithstanding the degree 

of violence used, the four Chicago revolutionaries or any other Puerto 

Ricans~in Puerto Rico or in the United States, are not seditious. This is 

because the right to use verb3,l persuasion or persuasion through violence 

in our struggle for independence is one we enjoy in the national occupied 

territory as well as in the enemy territory of the United States. That 

ri[.sht will be exercised as long as there is one Puerto Rican left with the 

patriotic pride to go gun in hand and knock on the door.of the President of the 

United States or to spray the United States Conl}ress with patriotic lead, 

to dynamite Fraunces Tavern or to try and blow up military bases· in Chicago, 

to lay ambushes in Sabana Seca, to burn Yankee aircraft at Muniz Base, or 

,rherever the Puerto Rican patriots may choose next. ;i 

I am referring to this aspect of the charge brought against the comrades in 

Chica[!;o because I wish to highlight something which is of extreme importance for 

the Puerto Rican Socialist League and for the independence struggle in general. 

I am referring to self-determination. I shall not repeat arguments expressed in 

the Committee before. I shall refer to a new aspect. The very basis of the 

lack of understanding by the Government of the United States with respect to 

self-determination as presented by the United Nations springs from the very 

root of the United States constitutional system. A State cannot grant an 

opportunity for self-determination when such secession is prohibited under the 

Constitution. Any formula to resolve the colonial status of Puerto Rico such 

as direct or immediate recognition of the independence of Puerto Rico by 

the United States Government will nm into that blanl:et ban on secession for 

peoples that aGree to enter the Federal State or are forced to do so. This 

source of their constitutional thinking makes it most unlikely that any purely 

legal rrocess can lead us to independence. The mental turmoil into which the 

United States has fallen -· turmoil apparent in the way in 11hich it deals with 

the situation of nations whose sovereignty.is internationally recognized, such as 
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Nicaragua and El Salvador, which are seeldng internal self-determination .. is 

clearly demonstrated here. The question is further complicated by the fact that 

the great mass of the people of the United States cannot be expectea. to bring 

their Government to heel. Disoriented, manipulated, they can barely think. 

They give the impression that they are nomads moving from one place to another 

motivated by anxiety, greed and madness. He should feel sorry for them, if it 

were not for the fact that at any moment they could join their Government and 

reduce the world to chaos. This is why we think it impossible for the case of 

Puerto Rico to be resolved peacefully. He shall achieve independence through our 

avm armed efforts if things continue as they are,or through a world-wide 

conflagration,in which the so-called first MOrl.d - there must be one if there 

is~ indeed, a third world - would destroy itself and the third 

world would save itself, al.though it might emerge slightly battered. 

That does not mean that this Committee or the United Nations is useless. 

Its thinking and its moral authority can help nuture our natural right to 

independence and our positive right by enriching with its resolutions the 

rights of our sovereignty recognized by the Autonomous Constitution of 1877, 

which was violated by the Yankee invasion and paralysed by international 

complicity. 

?Ir. Corretj er withdrew. 

At the invitation of the Chairman 2 Mr. Jose Lopez {Movimiento de Liberacion 

Nacional) took a place at the Committee table. 

The CHAIRMAN: I call. on Mr. Lopez. 
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Hr. LOPEZ: Once again - to be exact, for the t.hird time since 1978 •- my 

organization, the Hovimient.o de Liberacion rlacional, has authorized nie to address 

this body. Once again we come before it to denounce the repression which the United 

Stat.es Governmf'nt has unleashed against the Pue:rto Rican revolutionary j_ndependence 

movement~ particularly ggainst the ce.ptured combatE,nts who now number 15, and 

cigainst the political prisoners, who now number six and whose ranks will swell 

within the next few months to 15 a.f'ter the conviction of' nine c:x-and. jury resisters. 

This continual persecution grows despite the admonishments by this body to the 

ef'f'ect that the United Stat~s must cease and desist its rti"pressive mea.sures against 

our movement. 

This repression cannot. be isolat--=•d f'rom thP. global perspective of' United Stat.es 

foreign policy, particularly its policy towards La-t:.in .tllllerica. Reagan's Latin 

American policy cnnn0t be analyzt:d., however, in ·t.he same manner t.ha.t we usuRlly 

analyze .the foreign policy of t.his or ·chat. Republican or :Vl"mocrat:i.c president. 

'l1he present policy corresponds t.o some drastic cha11ges in Unit.ed St.at,es foreie;n 

policy us a result. of its curr~nt economic crisis, a crisis from which it has not 

:r;-3covered, and f'rom which it 1-dll not be abl!? t.o recover except t.hrouGh the 

adoption of a war economy geared "l:owards a third world war. 

This cris:i.s originated in 1967 when tht closest allies of the United St11.tes • • 

Germany,, Japa.nj Great. Britains Italy and Canada •·· began to violate the BrF.:tton· 

Hoods agreement of' l944, which guRranh:ed that t.he doller would be the medium of' 

exchange in· the- internatione.l monetary system. As a resul+. of those allies' economies 

and their violations of that agreement, the dollar has been plunged into a p:r.ecarious 

situation, endangering the- Horth American eco11omy itself, d<c'spit.e the ephemeral ancl. 

false recovery announced by the Re.~.gan Administrat.ion. 

Two tendencies regard:i:~g how t.o deal with the pi•oblem ha.ve emPrged 1-d.thin 

this countrJr' s ruling circles. 'l1he f'irst, the so .. called trilateralist tendency, 

advocated by the financial interests, particularly those of' the Rockefelle-rs, f'inds 

its expression amonr:,; the liberal sectors, Re-publicans as well vs DemocrRts. 

The second~ a nationalist tendency advocat.ed by the so~-called capitalist 

cowboys, is best expressed by the conservative el0ments, prj_ncipaJ.ly among ReaGan' s 

Republican cronies. Bot.h tendencies agree that the best st.rat.E=>GY to follow in terms 

of' achieving economic improvement is A. war st.rater,y geared towo.rds a, third world WA-r; 

however~ they disagree ·about which -tactics +.o utilize. The trilateralists still 
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believe in the idea of' negotiatim:1s being the best. way to resolve :immediate conflci ts 

such as dialoi;ue with the Democra,tic Revolutiono.ry Front in El Salvador •· while t.he 

nationalists, whosP plans are outlined in a secre:t document c•ntit.led the Sant.a Fe 

Comr~ittee Report, proposP the need to heir;hten the contradictions bet.ween the Soviet 

Union and the United States, as is e;::empli:fied by their support of countc:r

r,-:;volutionaries in Nicaragua and of direct intervention in El Salvador. In that 11ey 

they hope to end t.he 11communist threat" in third-world countries, particularly in 

Latin .America, which the authors o-.f the report call t.he suord and shiel.d of United 

States foreign policy. 

I-'" is against this introductory backdrop that onf"~ has to und~rst.and the present 

WA,ve of repression against the Puerto Rican independence movH.ient, for if' the San.ta 

Fe_ Conun.itte~ Rc-:port. considers Latin America to be ·the shield ::i.nd s·word o-.f t.he Unit.ed 

States, then, using mediaeval metaphors~ Pue:rt.o Rico must clc;arly become -the 

vr:cttchtower of' Latin America. Thus , in the last f\.,.,-7 mon+.hs we have seen the 

super-militarizat.ion of Puerto Rico. This super--ro.ili"tru:-ization is C""n"l~red on the· 

well••rEocognized notion t.hat Puerto nico is very impor·!-ant beca.use o-.f the following 

facts: Puerto Rico is vital to the defence of' the. Pam1m;:1 Cima.l f'lnd its commercial 

routes; it. serves as a base of' operations :for military jntervc-ntion in the Ca.ribbean 

and Cent.ral .America.:, it. serves as a control cc~nt.re :for naval a.ctivi+.ies and~ in 

particular? f'or the protection of' -t.he South Atlantic navigational route: it serves 

as a training and. experimentation CE:ntre and was ut.ilized as such durinc; th.~ Viet 

Ham uar; and it serves a.s a source of' recruitment. for the North .Jl.l"terican a:nned forces. 

How let us look more closely a.t the ::it~ps being takPn to a.chieve the super .. 

militarization of Puerto Rico. First:, 1;here is the reopenin~ of Ra.m.ey Aj_r Force 

Base, in three st.ages; t.he supply sta.g0, the tra.in;i.nr; sta15e and the reope-ninr; of 

the base itself. 

Second, there is the t.ransfE..r to Puerto Rico from Pamir,w. of the most powerful 

ccmmunications tower that the Un:i.ted States has in the Caribeean. This t;ower~ which 

wc1.s instRllcd in Salinas, Pu~rto nico, permits communication uith submarines. 

'i'hird, there is t.he enlargement of tlw Hoosf'VE:lt. Tioads base, uhich olready 

constitute:s one seventh of Puerto Tiico 1 s +ot.aJ_ nt:i,tion8,l territory. 

I•'ourth~ there are the F:i.~st IT8v:=tl Rt se:rv,~ Center Rnd fivP- :ifaval ResPrve Divisions 

for ships in the Caribbean. 

l'i'ifth, ther,a is the transfer to Puerto Rico of the School of the Americas, a 

training centre for the Latin ~.rnerican military and for counter-insurgents. 
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Sixth~ therE> is t.h~ greater role assigned to the Puerto Rican national Guarrl~ 

which in the last fE..W years ha.s doubled its forces and has bE-en given the task of 

training troops :from other countries in tha.t rr.>c;ion. The military forces oft.he 

Dominican Republic, Darbados, Panar11a and Jamaica ha.ve already travelled to Puerto 

Rico, or will do so~ to receive training Rnd ps.rticipate in joint military operations 

with the National Guard. In 1981, and again as recently as R f':!W :r.10nt.hs ago, milit.ary 

troops from Barbados and Uruguay were trained by the- Puerto Rican National Guard. 

Seventh~ there is the participation of t.he Puer~o Rican Police Department in 

IHTERPOL and the naming of Puerto Rican Police Superintend.!:!.nt, Desid~rio Cartagena, 

as its head in the CA.ribuean. 

Eighth, there is the utilizRtion of Vieques for the Ocean Venture practices 

in 1981 and 1982;, in which a silnul:=i.ted invasion o:f Cuba and Grenada took place. 

And finally, ninth, there is the ut,iliz~.tion of' Puerto Rico a.s A.n exI,erimental 

stat.ion· and the_ continual use o:f Puerto Rican territory :for substanC(:!S and arri1s 

to be utilized against ot.her countries in Latin America . 

However, super-militarization is only ,,ne me.ni:f~station of the broader pla.ns 

1-1b,ich United St.a:tes colonialism has :for our belovE-d nation~ Puerto Rico. Last. year 

bef'ore this very body reprr~sentatives both of our fraternal orfsa.niza.t,ion, t,he 

Liga Socialista Puert.orriquefie., and of the Taller de Arte y Cultura of Adjunt.as 

gra.phicnlly and in dt,tail a.~,scribed this hideous and niBhtma.rish colonial plan3 the 

so--called Plan 2020. Therefore I shall limit my~el:f to pointing out its most 

salient gE:-nocidal a.spt:-ct s • 
---

Hhile devastating Puerto Rico• s environment , t.his p].an will require massive 

dt?fopulat,ion.. u~ already know t.he horrors of sterilization and of forced rnigration. 

The United States intends to int.e;nsity these to the point where by t.he year 2020 the 

island I s population will be reduced to l. 5 million :from nearly 4 million today. 

Uithin the next :five years, 146,000 Puerto Ricans will be forcvd to l("ave their 

homeland, and once again we see the unholy alliance of the Puerto Rican colonial 

administration and the United States to encou.rage our people to leave its nativ2 

hea.rt.h in hordE:s, Ue already know that pRrt o:f the repression by the United Stat.es 

Government in t.he:: period 1940-1950 was the campaign to relieve social pressurr::s which 

threatened to ·t.rans:form a.n army of unemployed Puert.o Ricans into independence 

militants. This mass o:f unemployable workers was bombarded with a propaganda campaign 

promoting the United States as a haven f'or work and good living - "the street::; are 
; . 
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At the same time, the Puerto Rican independence movement crune under 

a strong campaign of repression and intimidation. In the 1950 nationalist 

rebellion against this repression 200 were killed and 5,000 imprisoned. 

In He·w Yorl~, Chicago, Philadelphia and other cities where Puerto Ricans 

were encouragec_1_ to e;o, they found an exploitative factory system that most 

often paid below minimum wages and far below what non-Puerto Ricans ,,ere 

paid. 

They were forced by racism and discrimination into ghettos that not 

even th<:: :poorest North Americans wanted. Often, more than 10 persons had 

to live in one J two or three small rooms, ·without hot water or h~€..ting in 

winter and with filthy~ broken toilets in the public hallway. Uany still 

live uncl.er such conditions more than 30 years later. In all, more than 

500,000 Puerto Ricans have left their country. Today nearly 4 million live 

in the United States. 

The transformation of the United States system of production from 

mechanical to technological and automatic spells a sad future for Puerto Ricans, 

as well as all oppressed people. Because of their r,oor education, lack of 

technical skills and c.enial of access to science, the c;reater part of the 

population is condemned to permanent unemployment. 

In this period of economic crisis we recall uhat history has tauc:ht us: 

that whenever an advanced capitalist State enters a profound economic crisis 

from which it cannot recover, the only option for its continued survival is 

-var anc. fascism. It is obvious that the United States is preparing for such 

a crisis situation. Its uar economy points to its future course. 

If the United States le2.rned anythinr; from the Viet Ham 1.rar 

it iTaS that it could not carry on a successful, belligerent policy abroad 

with open dissension at home; more so when the opposition comes from sectors 

of the society t_hat have been objectified - for example blacks, Hexicans, 

Puerto Ricans and native .Americans - since they share a tremendous commonalty 

with the enemy of the United States, in this case Viet Nam, Everything 

must be done, then~ at thi?, juncture to contain people of colour and their 
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leacJ.ership to ensure smooth saiJ_ing for the war plans. ·'l'he United States 

cannot tolerate that its Detroits, Los Angeles, Chicacos and New Yorks go up 

in flame while wa~ing a war abroad. The bloody urban riots of the late l960s 

and early 1970s iTere coo much for the ruling circles of the United States 

to take. A Commission~ the Kerner Commission, was convoked. It soon 

diagnosed the problem and provided the medication - too many people of colour 

in the inner cities: you must c1econcentrate them. Thus, the Connnission came up 

with the concept of spatial deconcentation. IJ.'his was in actuality a master plan 

to gentrify America I s cities, whiten its inner cities~ a,nd deal with America Is 

unique urban problem of having its inner cities inhabitect by poor people -· but, 

worse than that, by people of colour - able to build ghettos where they stay 

alive and perpetuate their national consciousness. This is the only thing that 

provides them uith a 1.inkage to their humanity of which they have been 

stripp0d.. 

Out of .America I s e,;hettos, the gee-political formation that best exemplifies 

the Manichean world of the native and the settler~so ably and powerfully 

described by the great theoretician Franz Fanon, a new and higher form of 

political organization emerged. A worse threat than the spontaneous riots of 

the l960s was the emergence of clandestine formations such as the Black 

Liberation .Army (BLA) and the Fuerzas Armadas de Liberacion·Nacional (FALN). 

Those national liberation armies in formation are the oppressed peoples' 

answer to the COINTELPHO programmes o:f the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 

and the other repressive measures which set back the public liberation 

movements of third-world people in the United States cluring the 1970s. So 

it is clu3,r that when the FAIJJ attacks Hall Street~ it is time to get the 

Puerto Rico.us out of to-wn .. Spatial deconcentration 1 a procesB whereby .America's 

cities uill be whitened. anc1 :;:icopl~ of co::!.01;.r assigned a space somewhere in a 

peripheral arec1, similar to South Africa I s ~mtustans, ,rill speed ahead to 

avoid the recruiteJ11ent and grouth of this army. And, if one is sceptical 

about this, a look at the 1980 l'"nitP.d States census fi[~ures for cities will suffice 

to show this trend. Blad::. people and third--world people in terms of numbers 

are decreasing in the inner cities. Uhere are these people going? 
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They are being moved away from the centres of commerce and industry, from 

the banks. J\nd there perhaps will be established Sowetos and Johannesburgs. 

Concurrently, plnns are under way to establish a national identification system 

which will presently be aimed at the undocumented Mexican people, but will 

eventually identify all third--i:rorld people inside the United States and serve 

the same purposes as the passbooks of South Africa. So the only way that 

.America can carry forth a militant a~gressive foreic;n policy is to contain 

l}O million black people, contain 35 million 1-lexican peo.ple and contain 

4 ~nillion Puerto Rican people within its borders. But in a demonstration of 

protest many of our youngsters are unwilling to register for the draft. In 

Puerto Rico nearly 25 per cent of the Puerto Rican youth have not registered 

for the Army. A tremendous victory -~ because it means that people, especially 

young people? are no longer afraid of r,aol, of the consequences of harassment 

and imprisonment. In many ways ·what the youth of our communities are saying 

is that they are n0t afraid of the threat of going to gaol, because they are 

not ~oing to fight the imperialist wars. .And, if they do not fight the 

imperialist wars, who will fight them? The fact is that what 

may eventuaJ.ly ha;9pen inside America is that young blacks, young Puerto Ricans 

or young Mexicans will not be available for the United States Army, but through 

their increasing awareness will seek to join their o,m armies of liberation. 

As the resistance grows, so does the repression. Thus, today we can 

clearly see a two-pronged strategy of political repression being executed 

against the Puerto Rican nation: one aimed at the Puerto Hican masses themselves -

Plan 2020 for the Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico - and spatial deconcentration 

for the Puerto Ricans in the United States; and the other aimed at the niost 

advanced political leadership of the Puerto Rican r.iasses. 

It should be clear that as the United States seeks to carry out its 

belligerent policies leading to a third world war it must silence 

opposit'i.on at home·, it mnst mollify a sector of its populace, principally 

its white working class? 11hile repressinc and super-exploiting its coloured 

population, including the .Puerto Ricans; it must transform Latin America into 

its sword and shield and. Puerto Rico into its watchtower. 
•' 
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Both at home and abroad it is clear that Puerto Ricans pose a direct 

threat to the United States imperialist objectives of war abroad and fascism 

at home. Thus~ it is not difficult to understand the wholesale repressive 

attacks that the United States Government is wae;inG against the Puerto Rican 

revolutionary movement, going as f'ar as stretching to the limits its m,m 

liberal constitutionnl guarantees.. In the last f'ew years the United States 

has circumvented and violated almost every right ·which individuals are blessed 

with under its Bill of Rights. A list of these will, we are sure, suffice 

to help one understand the breadth~ width and depth of' these repressive 

develop::nent s • 
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Such a list inclun.es the use of grand juries and the charge of criminal 

contempt: the use of anonymous juries ana. witnesses; the use of political 

conspiracy statutes, principally that of seditious conspiracy; the use of the 

new Federal Bureau of Investigation (FDI) guidelines which provide that mere 

advocacy constitutes grounds for possible indictment_· the use of secret 

affidavits available only to judges in chamber and not to the defence: the use 

of s~ecial sentencinG hearings with the aim of usinc circumstantial evidence; 

the subhuman pre-trial conditions for political prisoners and prisoners of 

war~ the use of the media by the Government; the use of informants, infiltrators 

and traitors: the use of highly sophisticated new surveillance technology~ 

collusion between prosecutors and juoges: direct political attack on lawyers 

and, lastly, the use of unprecedented security in the courtroom. These 

measures, which are supposedly limited to societies that are either under martial 

lav or that have a fascist system, are presently being carried out against the 

Puerto Rican independence movement and its supporters. He know that in 1978 

the United States Government convoked a conference in Puerto Rico of the most 

authoritative intelligence leadership, includin8 General Querrolc of the 

Uruguayan Army, who helped in the campaie:n against the Tupamaros; Reinhard -Rupprecht, 

who helped in the West German campaign against the Red Army Faction; and Robin 

Bourne, Canadian Deputy Solicitor-General for Police and Security,current 

co-ordinator of repression against the Quebec Liberation Front. It also 

included experts on terrorism and subversion FBI agents and representatives of' 

such think~•tanl:s as the Rand Corporation. 

The major theme these counterinsure;ency experts considered vas how to apply 

to Puerto Rico the counterinsurgency methods·tested·and found useful in other 

countries. Their recommendations for dealing with Puerto Rican revolutionaries 

included everything from·over-stretching the legal system to include most of the 

points I mentioned earlier - syste:rr.atic detentions, arrests and 

imprisonments, som~times without trial - to keeping pretrial politic al prisoners 

in solitary confinment in order to create •· I quote the report -
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"the psychic consequences of such isolation. • • • Prisoners have lost 

their minds; their nerves have been shattered :forever; they have 

been driven to suicide". 

Their recommendations include also the political internment of activists and even 

selective assassination. 

Now let us look at how, in the past two years, some o:f these recorrimendations 

have been applied specifically to Puerto Rican activists. Five independentistas 

have been assassinated and over 100 members and sympathizers of the Movimiento de 

Liberation Nacional (MLN} have been detained, arrested or imprisoned. These 

include four of our most prominent national leaders, Julio Rosado, Ricardo Romero, 

Maria Cueto and Steven Guerra, and three sympathizers - Shelly Miller, a 

leading member of our North American solidarity organization, the New Movement 

in Solidarity with the Puerto Rican and Mexican Revolution; Silvia Baroldini, 

a member of the May 19 Communist Organization, and Puerto Rican community 

worker Andres Rosado. Those seven people have been charged with criminal 

Grand Jury contempt, a charge that carries with it a maximum sentence of.a person's 

natural life. Similarly charged are two citizens and residents of Puerto Rico, 

Federico Cintron Fiallo and Carlos Noya. The only crime these nine people have 

committed is to exercise their human rights to silence and non-collaboration 

with a repressive agency seeking the destruction of the Puerto Rican 

independence movement. In their arrests and trials almost every conceivable 

violation of the United States Constitution has been noted - everything from 

the use of an anonymous jury to the use of traitors, special sentencing 

hearings and secret affidavits. Those nine will soon join the ranks of seven other 

political prisoners - Nydia Cuevas, Pablo Marcano, Julio Antonio Veras-Delgadillo, 

Ricarte Montes, Raymond Soto, Alberto de Jesus and Felix Rosas, who are 

currently being held in United States gaols, and Jose Luis Rodriquez, a 

22-year-old Puerto Rican charged with seditious conspiracy and at present 

free on $25,000 bond. 
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Among the 2l Puerto Ricans currently in prison for their J)ro··•independence 

activities there are 15 prisoners of war, 12 of whorn have aamitted L1ernbership 

in the clandestine Puerto Rican guerrilla organization Fuerzas Armada~ de 

Liberation Nacional (FALN) and 3 of whom are accused of being members. These 

last three include Edwin Cortes, a youne; Puerto Rican who was born ar.d 

raised in Chicago and experienced at first hand the hardships of the forced 

rniGration described earlier and who has dedicated his life to buildint:s a better 

future for his two children:, Alberto Rodriguez~ another younc; Puerto Rican 

who was also born and raised iri the Puerto Rican community of Chicago and 

who, f'or many years of his. young life, has foue;ht to improve the lot of the 

Puerto Rican diaspora in thA.t. city by struge;1 ing for such basic human riGhts as 

decent education, health care and wages and a~ainst abuse and repression by the 

State- and Alejandrina Torres, a member of one of the most respected families , 
in the Puerto Rican com.in.unity of Chicago, a dedicated activist profoundly 

committed to advancing the struegle for soc.ial justice and the national liberation 

of the Puerto Rican people. 

On 29 June 1983 those three Puerto Rican freedom fighters, along with 

political prisoner Jose Luis Rodriguez, were arrested by the FBI durinG 

simultaneous raids throughout the city of ChicaGO, The next day, at 5,30 a.m., 

in a gestapo~-type operation the FBI I s Special Weapons and Tactics (SHAT) team, 

along with the Chicago police, the Secret Service and the Illinois Department 

of Law Enforcement, raided one of the most respected institutions in the Puerto 

Rican community of Chicago, the Puerto Rican Cultural Center, which, since its 

inception 10 years ago, has been associated with the Puerto Rican 

revolutionary independence movement. Eight and a half hours later, the FBI 

agents left the Center a complete shambles, taking with them more than 

~>25, 000 in office equipment anG. materials. 

The four patriots were chareed with seditious conspiracy, a catch-all 

charge that entails ·an attempt to overthrow the authority of the United States 

Govermnent by force to obtain the independence of Puerto Rico, reGardless of 
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whether the attempt actually takes place or is merely planned. The four vere 

subsequently imprisoned in the Metropolitan Correctional Center in lieu of an 

exorbitant and unprecedented bond of (il0 million for ea<;h of the men and 

::;5 million for Alejandrina Torres. Since that time the four have been 

incarcerated under the 1,1ost horrendous conditions. They are held in total 

isolation, spending 23 and a half hours a day locked in a tiny cell and bereft 

of almost all human contact. In addition they have been denied re~ular visitin~ 

privileges: they are allowed a one-hour visit per week with members of their 

immediate families. These visits tc.h, place in the presence of two heavily armed 

0uards, one of whom must be Spanish-speaking. This punitive incarceration poses 

a particularly life-threatenini::; situation for Alejandrina Torres. Last week she 

suffered heart palpitations; yet, due to her isolated imprisonment~ she was unable 

to receive immediate medical treatment. She is also being held in an all-.male 

detention area and must submit to being patted down by male guards or forfeit a 

visit. This is clearly in violation of the most basic right to minimal privacy. 

Until recently the four were also deniec1. the ric;ht to meet collectively with 

their attorneys. 

It should be noted that on Saturday, 20 August 1983 0 Edwin Cortes, Alberto 

Rodriguez and Alejandrina Torres assumed the status of prisoners of war. They 

ended their collective statement by saying: 

:;•we claim our right to be judged by an international body. The United 

States has no right to jude;e us. It does not have the moral integrity 

to jude;e a people that risks and combats terrorism.;; 

The conditions of the 11 other prisoners of war currently being held in 

United States prisons are also quite alarming. In some cases their very lives 

are in jeopardy. Des:r>ite the many abuses, the threats on their lives ancl the daily 

harassment? the 11 maintain their courageous spirits hiGh and have not let dmm 

their c;uard. 

At this very moment another Puerto Rican prisoner of war, the heroic Hilliam 

Guillermo Morales, finds himself in our sister nation~ Mexico, also in gaol. In 

May of this year Williara was captured in Mexico after having entered that country 

and resided there for a number of years. Hilliam., who escaped from a United States 

gaol, apparently had no alternative other than to enter Mexican national territory 

without documents~ knowing full well that his life was in jeopardy if he were found 

on .American soil. The United States Government is now engaged in litigation to 
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I beg forgiveness for having taken so much of representatives 1 time, but 

we felt it necessary to give this broader perspective of the relationship 

between the United States belligerent policies abroad and the c-,,.owine fascist 

repression against the Puerto Rican nation and its revoluticnary leadership. 

The United States hopes through this repression to give Puerto Ricans a lesson, 

for the United States realizes that, as the three new prisoners-of--war stated, 
11 every Puerto Rican is a potential threat, a potential conspirator 

against Yankee imperialism,regardless of where he finds himself . 

.Against this, it /~!1e United States/ is powerless 11 • 

We call upon this body to consider the following recommendations in the 

light of our presentation. The first is that the Committee be more specific and 

aggressive in its forthcoming resolution on Puerto Rico, particularly on the 

question of repression. It should be noted that we affirm what the legendary 

Salvador Carpio of El Salvador once said: 
11Then between the external and internal /strugglf!...7 a correlation is 

established, but that correlation dialectically speaking is the following: 

in the relation between the external and internal, the internal struggle 

of our people is fundamental. In other words, it is the people 's own 

efforts for their liberation which is the determinant in that relation .'1 

Conscious of the great moral and political weight that this body carries, 

we also ask specifically that the Committee name a commission to visit Puerto 

Rico and the Puerto Rican communities in the United States to report on the 

violation of human rights) specifically the judiciary process against Puerto 

Rican independistas, and the subhuman conditions of the Puerto Rican political 

prisoners and prisoners-of-war. 

Our second recommendation is that all Puerto Rtcan freedom combatants captured 

by the United States be given prisoner-of-war status) including the right to be 

held together in a holding area while waiting to be tried under international 

law in a neutral country. 

Thirdly, we recommend that this Committee should recognize William Guillermo 

Morales as a political refugee and demand that the United States desist from 

its plans to extradite him from Mexico. 
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I should lilw to leave the Committee with a thought, that despite all the 

atrocities and threats against our movement, 

nue'1, 

111 the words of the Rodriguez sisters, Lucy and Alicia, two of the 11 Puerto Rican 

prisoners-of-war, 

"will challenge and resist them, because we well know that the enemy and 

its cohorts lose their power over us, over the entire movement, when we 

lose our fear. As our hero and teacher, Don Pedro Albizu Campos, once 

said, courage is something we must constantly cultivate or we lose it. 

We continue in the struc;gle with our heads held high and ready to defend 

the life of our homeland until the final consequences. 11 

Victory will be ours, if we work on it! 

.Mr. Lopez withdrew. 

At the invitation of the Chairman, Mrs. Faustina Deya Diaz ( Taller de Arte 

y Cultura) took a place at the Comnittee table. 

The CHAIRMAN: I now call on Mrs. Deya Diaz. 

Mrs. DEY.A DI.AZ ( interpretation from Spanish): I am a teacher in the 

central zone of Puerto Rico, precisely where the new model for economic 

development of Puerto Rico is planned, based on mining. 

The Taller de Arte y Cultura is an organization which struggles for the 

defence of our cultural and national values. The organization, which I 

represent this afternoon? is appearing before the Committee for the second 

successive time. I am also speaking particularly on behalf of a large number, 

of residents of the central zone of Puerto Rico. 

The greatest emphasis in my statement will be given to the imposition of 

a new economic model for Puerto Rico, which is being carried out in our island 

at this very moment in an underhand, covert manner. This project is designed 

essentially to secure the exploitation of our non--renewable natural resources -

minerals, strategic minerals and hydrocarbons - and the agricultural 

exploitation of the fertile coastal plains by foreign corporations. 
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At the end of the 1950s there began in Puerto Rico intensive exploration 

in a s,ophisticated, scientific manner. Virtually the whole island was explored. 

As a result, the North American corporations Amax and Kennecott found 17 deiosits 

containine gold, silver, copper, molybdenum and zinc in economically exploitable 

quantities? mainly in the central zone. The United States Department of Mines 

explored the western reeion of the island, finding seven potential deposits of 

nickel, chrome and cobalt. Nickel, chrome and cobalt are strategic minerals 

necessary for the armaments industry. Forty per cent of the nickel reserves 

in territory controlled by the United States is situated in Puerto Rico, 

Moreover, Western Geophysical found three potential oil deposits in 

northern Puerto Rico, and recently Basic Minerals, a Horth American corporation 

with headquarters in Florida, applied for a permit to exploit strategic minerals 

which it discovered in eastern Puerto Rico, specifically in the town of Maunabo. 

In this connection, I have submitted to the Committee a document which is an 

application to the Government of Puerto Rico for permission to exploit these 

strategic minerals. 

We Puerto Ricans have constantly been told by the colonizers that Puerto 

Rico is a poor country, without natural resources, even though its natural 

wealth has been known since the l940s. But now they can no longer hide how 

rich Puerto Rico is. 

As is well known, Puerto Rico is experiencing a profound economic, political 

and social crisis. Economic instability, with high public and private 

indebtedness, agriculture in ruins, and considerable social deterioration, 

with a very high unemployment rate, have posed and continue to pose a threat to 

Puerto Rico's political stability. Moreover, the crisis of capitalism in the 

United States requires an economy in Puerto Rico which will make quite sure 

that the island continues to be profitable for foreien interests, as it 

has been ever since 1898. Given these facts, the rich mineral and hydrocarbon 

deposits which are local raw materials were considered for exploitation as a 

means of relieving'··that crisis, 

The design and planning of a new economic model began in the 1970s and 

covered the whole island in an integrated manner, with particular emphasis on 

the use of land in coastal areas, water and mineral resources, with a view to 

the joint future exploitation of those resources. 
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All Departments of the United States Government co-ordinated their 

responsibilities and took an active part in the planning of Puerto Tiico 

for the years 1935 to 2020 •. 'rhose responsibilities entailed r,1ainly technical 

research for the development of natural resources and financial assistance 

throur;h l_cans and assistance prograrrm:.es to imple1J1.ent the project. 

Some of the Departruen_ts that participated were: the Department 

of the Interior, the Department of Housing and Development, the 

Department of Enerc:y, the Departnent of Def_ense, the Department of Commerce, 

the DepartL1ent of A~riculture and the Department of Transportatisin. 

The result of all this is a new economic model for the island 
to ensure that by the year 2020 the planwe know as the 2020.Plan will be fully 

implemented. 

This 2020 Plan is illustrated on an official map shoving objectives and 

public policies,published in both unabridged and abridged editions. 

He have a copy of.this Plan, and we have brought it here as evidence. 

Tt shows economic planning for the island for the years between 1985 and 2020 

and governs land use throughout the period. It vas :financed by the Housing 

and Urban Development Department of the United States. Furthermore, it sets aside 

areas for urban growth,industrial and agricultural development, infrastructure 

.· and natural resources. 

For example," for industrial development, it proposes the construction of 

11 industrial parks -- these are the circles to be seen on the map - in 

strater;ic areas to establish major industries for metals, petrochemicals, 

pharmaceuticals, chemicals and electronics. 

For agricultural development, it separates the areas with o.c;ricultural 

potential that will not clash ,;Tith the exploitation of natural resources. 

They are located mainly on the fertile.coastal plains. The central zone, 

uhich is rich in minerals - from Jayuya to j:Jaricao - is not reserved as an 

agricultural area, nor is there any agricultural project intended for it. 

The 2020 Plan also requires a supporting loGistics infrastructure. 

For this purpose the Flan shmrs the construction of roads, electric 

power stations, industrial ports, regional ,rater-treatment plants and so on. 
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Hith regard to natural resources - the area of the map in black - the 

Government used the results of scientific research and froze 37,000 cuerdas 

of land for the exploitation of copper, gold, silver, nickel, chrome and cobalt 

in the central and western areas of Puerto Rico. 

Moreover, it sets asio.e and protects more than 26 per cent of fertile lands 

for Hilitary or other uses of United States Agencies . These areas are shaded 

in ereen on the map. 

This 2020 Plan and mineral exploitation is a threat to the future of 

Puerto Rico, if not oncoing a~eression. There has been a surreptitious, covert 

move towards investine billions of dollars in the supporting infrastructure. 

The following series of facts demonstrates that this is the case: 

First, in June 1983 the Environmental Protection Agency of the United States 

approved a ~:a25~million loan for the building of' f'ive regional water-treatment 

:rilants -- in Aguadilla, Arecibo, Mayagilez, Carolina, Camuy and Hatillo. This 

infrastructure is shown in the land Use Master Plan, to which I have already 

drawn attention. 

Second, the eviction or 250 f'amilies from the community of Villa Sin liiedo 

was designed, inter alia, to show that the Land Use Master Plan desie;nated that 

area for future development of a regional industrial park. 

Third, the joint resolution of Congress No. 1288 and the joint resolution 

of the Senate of Puerto Hico in 1983 appropriated ~:,15 million. for -che building 

of industrial premises and the acquisition of land for the creation of 

regional industrial parks. 

Fourth, the Government of Puerto Rico has been holding talks with the 

United States Defense Department with a view to establishing on the island 

industries supplying products needed for military defence. NeGotiations are being 

conducted with 100 hiGh-technoloe;Y industries. 

Fifth, based on t~e planninr; of the industrial development area, more 

pharmaceutical compa'nies are being set up in Puerto Rico. I~ Hay 1983 a contract 

was signed for the establishment in Guayama of .American Home Products, one of the 

biggest pharmaceutical corporations of the United States. At the' present time 

more than 100 pharmaceutical and electronics corporations established in the country 

have contracts with the United States Defense Department. 
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Sixth, in April 1983 the Government o:f Puerto Rico approved the document 

setting public policy :for the location of dumps for toxic and dancerous ,mste. 

It is currently intended to locate one in the municipality of Ponce~ althouch 

it has been rejected by the local inhabitants. 

Seventh, corn farming in the coastal plains of the country and the 

agricultural planning of the island has been entrusted to foreign Israeli 

corporations - which is in keepinc; with the 2020 Plan for land use. 

Eighth, according to the public policy for land use of flooded areas, 

it is intended to relocate 1,400 fa!llilies from the following communities: 

Vistas de Rio Grande, Villa Caridad, Vistas del Rio, Villa Justicia and Villa 

Esperanza I and II of the municipality of Carolina. The United States Army 

Corps of Engineers carried out this study. 

Ninth, on 31 Earch 1983 the Planning Board approved the zoninc; rec;ulations 

for the coastal area. This establishes ainin~ districts on the coasts in order 

to facilitate the exploitation of mineral and petroleum deposits. These 

regulations depart from the Management Programme for the coastal areas, 

started in the 1970s, and freeze lands in the mining districts. 

Tenth, the Planning Board has denied permits for owners to set aside 

and build on the 37,000 cuerdas of land frozen for mining exploitation. 

It invokes Public P:::,licy No. l 7 .04 of the Land Use Plan, which indicates 

the incompatibility of such activities in areas planned for mining. 

Eleventh~ the final report of the United States Bureau of r1ines (1982) contain. 

reccmrrendaticns and ccnclusions on initiating the v;crkinr; of copper deposits. 

It recommends a smelting anc.1 refining complex of hic;her capacity for lare;e-scale 

mining in Puerto Rico and, furthermore, for the processing of minerals from other• 

countries. Arrangements are now being made with Chile for this purpose. 

Twelfth, the accelerated construction uf a super-hic;hway from Arecibo to 

the mining zone is in keeping with the infrastructure planned from 1974 onwards 

in the Land Use Master Plan for the years 1985-2020. 
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Thirteenth, the Comprehensive Study of the Water Supply for Puerto Rico 

in 1980 plans for the exploitation of.copper~ nickel, oil and of fanning in the 

coastal areas of the country that may talce place. Its proposals coincide with 

the master plan for land use for 1985 to 2020 • In order to confront this 

economic model and the definitive destruction of bodies of water, the study 

recommends an investment of billions of dollars in infrastructure for dams~ 

tunnels and pipelines to meet the island's water requirements, particularly in 

the ll major industrial parks. The plan is being implemented by the United States 

Arm.,y Corps of Engineers with the cons-cruction of two dams in Maraguez and Tibes 

de Ponce. More than 400 families are being evicted. 

Fourteenth, a reforestation programme initially of 100,000 cuerdas in the 

area of Jayuya, Adjuntas, Utuado, Lares, San Sebastian and Maricao is being 

submitted by the United States Army Corps of Engineers. It is located in the area 

where the copper deposits are situated-and will eliminate traditional agriculture 

in that area. 

Fifteenth, the 1983 .. 84 budget for the Corporation f'or Mining Resources 

Development {CODREMI), calls for an increase of' 283 per cent above the previous 

figures in order to carry out the following: 

(a) Preparation of an environmental impact stateraent for the mining of 

copper deposits: $100,000: 

(b) A contract with Manuel Dubon to negotiate with Am.ax and Kennecott on 

the mining of the copper - ~>110, 000; 

{ c) Contracts with the United States Geological Survey to investigate water 

resources in the area of the copper deposits - $30,000; and the investigation of 

possible mineral resources in the·sea-bed around the island and its 

jurisdiction - $40~000; 

(d) A continued contract with the United States Bureau of' Mines :for the 

assessment of copper and nickel deposits - $40,000; 

(e) A contra9t to investigate areas that are possibly mineral-rich - $65,000; 

( :f) The conclusion of the final document o:f regulations for the working, 

leasing and production of oil and gas; 
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(g) the carrying out of eight to 10 final oil-drilling operations on land 

at a cost of $8 million to $10 million: and 

(h) the determination of the viability of exploiting existing gold deposits 

on the island. 

Sixteenth, also as part of that infrastructure, the United States Government 7 

through its Department of Commerce, is implementing in Puerto Rico a pror:ramme of 

coastal zone management. This determines all uses of the coastal waters, 

submerged lands~ the terrestrial maritime zone and areas of natural reserves. 

The United States Geological Survey and the Bureau of Land Management took part 

extensively in the preparation of the coastal zone management programme. The 

Bureau of Land Management is the federal agency responsible for the management 

of the mineral resources in the sea-bed of the continental shelf. 

In conclusion, since 1898 the economic ~odels practised in Puerto Rico have 

been in accordance with the needs and decisions of the United States Government 

and its dominent class and had nothine; to do with the needs and interests of us, 

the Puerto Ricans. But this time this new model has gone too far. With the 

·coastal ZonE: Management PrograillI!l.e of Puerto Rico being implemented by the 

United States .. the right of Puerto Ricans with regard to the exploration and 

exploitation of mineral and oil resources will be limited~ as will their right 

in respect of other living and non--living resources in the soil and marine 

sub--soil. 

They also intend to initiate large-scale exploitation of :r.iinerals, 

strategic minerals and hydrocarbons. 

The 2020 Plan would transform Puerto Rico into a military-industrial complex~ 

It would result in total social upheaval. Populations would be situated around 

the 11 planned industrial parks and we Puerto Ricans would be mere accessories 

to an economy being practised by the United States in the Caribbean and in 

Central and South America. In the hinterland of the island there would be a 

small number of workers involved in large-scale mining operations. The remaining 

population not needed for this economic activity would be moved outside 

Puerto Rico because, as a result of the ecological destruction, large areas 

would be rendered uninhabitable. 
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This 2020 Plan is not at all a future threat:, it is an act of ap·p;ression 

now in progress. In a covert and insidious ,my, billions of dollars have 

already been invested in a loe;istic infrastructure consistinv of highways, 

dams: ports and so forth to provide support for the project. 

In Puerto Rico one lives in a state of war. There is , on the one hand:· 

daily aggression embracing all aspects of the life of a people which is now 

threatened with its mm destruction and, on the other hand, a patriotic 

resistance in all areas for our o,;m protection. 

If the 2020 Plan is alloi;-red to go ahead toe·ether with the large scale 

exploitation of minerals- the island will be turned into a military-industrial 

wasteland not fit at all for collective living. Vith the destruction of our 

national territory and the social disintegration of Puerto Ricans, an attempt 

is being made to resolve the problem of the status of Puerto Pico. By then 

the ·work of this Committee will prove to have no effect. He therefore ure;e 

all members of the Committee to work hard now to resolve the destiny of our 

country. History and humanity will be on their side. 

Mrs . Deya Diaz withdrew. 

At the invitation of the President" Mr. Fernando Martin (Puerto Rican 

Independence Party) took a place at the Committee table. 

The CHAIRMAN: I now call on Mr. Martin. 
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Mr. MARTIN (Puerto Rican Independence Party) (interpretation frcm 

Spanish): My name is Fernando Martin. I am appearing here today on behalf of 

the Puerto Rican Independence Party, the main and largest organization fighting 

for the independence of Puerto Rico. I am a member of its Political Committee 

and act as the Secretary for International Relations. I was entrusted with 

speaking here by the President of our Par ... y, Ruben Berrios Martinez. 

Once again the Committee has before it the colonial case of Puerto Rico. 

The struggle for the independence of my country and the stru~gle against the 

vestiges of colonialism around the world require the Committee, today more than 

ever, to reiterate to mankind the fundamental principles which have been stressed 

in the Committee in the past in connection with colonialism in Puerto Rico. 

I am referring basically to recognition of the applicability of General Assembly 

resolution 1514 (XV) to the colonial case of Puerto Rico and thus to the 

jurisdiction of the Committee over this matter and to the need for the Committee 

to call on the United States to transfer to Puerto Rico all powers so that my 

country, in full enjoyment of its sovereignty and independence, can exercise its 

inalienable right to self-determination. 

A new resolution by this Committee, reiterating these fundamental principles, 

will, inter alia, serve the important role of convincing the colonial Power 

in Puerto Rico, the United States, that no amount of pressure or attempted 

political blackmail can stop this Committee and its member countries from 

faithfully discharging their responsibility to promote the attainment of 

independence for those peoples such as that of Puerto Rico which are still 

subject to a colonial system. 

However, it is essential for this international effort of support for the 

just cause of the independence of Puerto Rico to be expanded to include all the 

political forces that are committed to the elimination of colonialism around 

the world. Although the United Nations is a forum of enormous importance, it 

is not the only one which the Independence Party has approached with a view to 

helping it attain our independence. The Independence Party ,joined the Socialist 

Internationale, for example, in April this year, but that international 

organization did not merely accept the membership of the Puerto Rican Independence 

Party but, in the resolution on Latin America adopted at its Congress last April, 

decisively emphasized its support for the independence of Puerto Rico. In so 
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far as the Socialist Internationale can increase its support as part of 

the foreign policy of the member Governments of that organization, there will 

be a corresponding increase in support for Puerto Rican independence here in the 

United Nations. The same applies to the Permanent Conference of Political Parties 

of Latin .America, COPAL, of which my Party is also a member. This development 

will not take place overnight here in the United Nations. It did not do so 

with regard to our joining the Socialist Internationale and COPAL either. 

What is clear, however, is that the international trend against United States 

colonialism in Puerto Rico is inexorable. As the independence of Puerto Rico 

receives increasing support from Governments and political forces which enjoy 

cordial relationships with the United States, such as Venezuela, in the same 

way the isolation of the United States because of its policy towards Puerto Rico 

will become intolerable. The United States cannot continue to use the sad 

excuse that Puerto Rico is merely a further incident in the proverbial 

confrontation between East and West. 

In July this year, during the commemoration of the bicentenary of the 

birth of Simon Bolivar, the Liberator, the Presidents of Latin American nations 

freed by Bolivar, meeting in Caracas, issued a joint statement, the Caracas 

Declaration, which called for the liquidation of the last vestiges of colonialism 

in Latin America. This Bolivarian attitude, which goes beyond narrow ideological 

barriers, is a portent of what will happen in the case of Puerto Rico here in the 

United Nations. Our struggle in the United Nations, in other regional and 

international forums and in the territory of Puerto Rico itself will not halt 

until our country's independence is attained. 

The Committee on Decolonization, which has played such a vital role in 

developing and strengthening this growing mass movement around the world 

whose membership is daily more varied, must continue to be a source of legitimacy 

and support for this process. It must be an example of the capacity to 

resist the range of pressure and threats which have become· so frequent in 

United States Government policy in connection with Puerto Rico in the·recent 

past. The current crisis affecting Central .America and the Ca~ibbean represents 

a further context for considering the case of Puerto Rico and United States_ 

conduct in connection with the island. While the United States thunders ag~inst 

alleged foreign intervention in El Salvador and Nicaragua and advocates the 

need for multilateral rapprochement to deal with this and other regional matters, 

this attitude is hypocritically absent in the case of Puerto Rico. In our case, 
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.where military invasion by the United States is the longest-standing and most 

decisive in the region, the United States insists that the matter of Puerto 

Rico is a domestic, United States issue and should be dealt with in a 

bilateral fashion between what is really the colonial Power and the subject 

people. It rejects intervention by the United Nations, which is, after all, 

the multilateral forwil par excellence. This great hypocrisy must be unmasked 

and this Committee, in reiterating the fundamental principles which I previously 

mentioned, uould thereby contribute to that unmasking. 

At this time, when the United States is beginning to reactivate Puerto Rican 

troops to take ~art in war plans in Central Arrerica and is attempting to increase 

its military preser1ce in Puerto Rico as a military base in the heart of the 

Caribbean,the United Nations must act decisively in the colonial case of Puerto Rico. 

I should like to draw the Committee 1 s attention to the intensification of 

repressive campaigns by the United States Government ar,ainst Puerto Rican 

independence fighters, the most recent example of which is the abuse of the 

legal device of the so--called Federal Grand Jury by United States Government 

· prosecutors in order to arraign independence fighters who have been charged 

with no crime and to imprison them if they refuse to answer questions put to them 

by Federal Government representatives. This jailing of those who have been 

charged with no offence is the most recent and most striking manifestation of 

the historic persecution which the Puerto Rican independence fighters have 

suffered at the hands of the United States colonial authorities. The 

United States authorities continue totally to ignore resolutions of this 

Committee in open and flagrant violation of the significance of this. body. 

To these calls for·justice the United States responds with the arrogant tones 

of someone who believes himself to be above the international legal order. 

It remains for me merely to ask this Committee once again fully and 

faithfully to discharge its historic responsibility. 

J:.1r. Martin withdrew. 

,At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Diego Roman Ramirez 

(Gran Criente Interamericano de P~erto Rico) took a place at the·Cc~mittee 

table. 
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Hr. ROMAH RAMIPJ::Z: My name is Diego Roman Ramirez, Grand Secretary for 

External Relations of the Gran Oriente Interamericano de Puerto Rico, a masonic 

lodc;e with its headquarters in the valleys.of San Juan, Puerto Rico. 

Acconpanying me are Bro"ther Alberto Rivera, Grand ITast.er, Brother Homere R.osado, 

Sovereign Grand Commander of the Supreme Universal Council, and Brother Humberto 

Duran, Grand Treasurer, as well as the Grand Secretary. 

He have come here once ac;ain for t.he c'J.ual purpose of sPtt.ing forth t.he colonial 

situation of our nation and of appealing to all the other nations of the world for 

support for our freedom struggle. 

This is a year of special significance for the freedom of the peoples of Latin 

America and of the world. He are commemorating the bicr~ntr:nnry of the birth of 

~l Liberador, the illustrious and mighty Brother Simon Bolivar, who continues to 

inspire us in our efforts to gain international support for our cause. It is also 

25l yea.rs since the birth of the patriot and MRst.er Bason,George Hashington, the 

liberator of t.he nation which still oppresses us. 

Unlike Venezuela or the United St.ates, our .movement for liberation from the 

latter nation goes back 85 years. But like those two outstanding pat.riots and masons 

Bolivar and Washington we remain feithful to the responsibility placed upon our 

shoulders by history. And we are and shall continu~ to be ready and willing as 

masons -· ·who arE: free, civilized men - to condemn, whenever and wherever necf'.ssary, 

t-he. regime of int.ervention and oppression a8;ainst our nation. 

Uhat has been the result of thEcse 85 years of colonial domination? 

One result has been crime. Crime is nearly out of hand. Even within the Vf::ry 

ranks of the colonial police ther:::- are those who violate the laws they are supposed 

to defend. This goes a.s far as the E:ntrapment and murder of individuals who are 

struggling for our freedom. Similarly, corruption in 811 spheres of colonial 

gove.rnment -· once an ,:ex:A.mpl0. of administrative purity11 •- t.hreatens -r.o destroy our 

society once again. 

Another result concerns Federal funcls. Federal 11 assistance1/ or 11 transfers11 

have led, as a result of the increasing or constant state of dependencey, to mental 

control of our citizens, causing them,through a subtle psychological mechanism, to 

think of the United States Goi[ernment as their benefactor. This in turn brings about 

a feeling of powerlessness and despair by implanting the notion of -t-.hc total· 

helplessness which would allegedly exist. if that. assistance were t.o be withdra,m 

upon independence. 
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A complement to this mental control is -!;he :fact that 60 per cent o:f the 

population receives Food Stamps, cloaked o:f lat.e 1-rit.h cash payments under the 

Nutritional Assistance Program. Such assistanc~, wrongly utilized, has not prevented 

24 per cent. unemployment in the colony's economy. 

A further result concerns alcoholism. The vagueness of our political status -

a vagueness which is planned and continued skilfully and wit.h sinister intent by 

the aggressor nation~ has brought about_ as an escape mechanism, a high - an 

excessive - level of alcohol consumption. Indeed, Puert.o Rico hast.he dubious 

honour of being the second-ranking country in t.he world in t.his respect. 

The evidence for an intention to continue colonial rule is clear and obvious. 

The United States has never tried to achieve the economic development of Puerto Rico. 

It 1rants our nation - small in size, but great in its opposition to the tyrannical 

oppressor - to r~main forever under-developed. 

Is additional proof needed? 

For one thinG~ t.here is the Federal grand jury system. This a.llecedly 

;Legal mechanism is like an anti-democratic, anachronistic mediaeval court which has 

been used by the imperialists throughout t.he G5 years of colonial domination to 

repress, punish and unjustly imprison advocRtes of Puerto Rican independence, without 

granting the opportunities for legal prot.ect.ion which t.he United States Constitution 

suppos~clly gua.rani~ees. 

The war-mongering regilnc which domiw:i.tes us, represent.ed by the irhole political, 

military and multinational scaffolding of the United St.ates, is trying to convert 

Puerto Rico into a nuclear st.ockpile a.nd. an enormous base for aggression against 

our brother peoples of Central .Aillerica. 0-ne o:f the plans of +he United St.ates 

Government is to reactivate the Rruney Air Force Base= in t.he town of .Aguadilla. 

Given the current J\.drninistration 1 s aggressive policies towards Latin l\rnericR, we 

should not be surprised that this year the bc1.se is once again functioning at full 

capacity. In addition, i+, is rumoured that the Military School of the Americas, now 

in Panama, is to be transferred to Puerto Rico, The Gran Or:iente Interamericano de 

Puerto Rico vigorously rejects all the hostile manoeuvres and actions of the 

interventionist. Government against Puerto Rico, whj_ch liave the criminal aim of 

using us for ac;gression aeainst our Central American broth2rs. 
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Anoth(:r proof concerns AgE-:nt Orang~. The United States has att.empt.ed to use the 

Puerto Ricnns as guinea pigs. Inv(:fstigations by local scientists and reporters have 

recently revealed that in the 1960s chemical experiments 1re:rc conducted in Puerto 

Rico by the United States D<',partment of Defense. The Pentagon us(0 d. Puerto Rico as 

a umodel1; to imitate war conditions in the Sod.nlist.. Rc:public of Viet Hsrn. A principa: 

part. of these experiments involved t.he USP. of the highly toxic hE=>rbicide Agent Orange. 

That agent contained a dangeroun compound known as dioxin, exposure to which ha.s 

caused more than 20,000 veterans to sue Dow Chemical because of physical injury 

brought auout by it. 

'We have attempted to place thesEc abusive acts by t.he United States Government. 

b1::fore the Special Committee so that it can s,:e: the magnitude of the disrespect of 

that Governmc~nt for the territory of Puerto Rico and for the life of the Pu~rto 

Ricans: some of these tests were c·a.rried out in inhabited areas. 

Finally, ve should like to a.enouncE== h&re the- continuec1 violation by the Horth 

American Administration of the historic Tr\:"aty.of Tlatelolco, which was sio;ned in 

Mexico by the former President of the United States, J:inn:.iy Carter, on -'.29 Hny 1973. 

That Treaty prohibits nuclear stockpiling in Puerto Rico and other parts of the 

Caribbean under United States c1ominion. The United States fla13rantly violates th~ 

Treaty by permitt.im~ the mooring of submarines with nuclear cargoes at the 

Roosevelt Roads base for various periods of time. 

In no way can the people of the United States dt:ny its cJ_orious past. Baster 

llasons like Washinc;ton and. Lo.fayet.te, amonc; others, founded that free. and independent 

nation. As mRsrms, we demand the. exercise of the sa.~e rie;hts and prerogci.t.ives which 

in the past WH'e dE:rn.and(-::d. by the liberat.ors of +.he United St.ates, and we urge all 

masonic lodges and a.11 t.he citizens of the Uni-:~ed S·l·,ates and other nations of the 

world t.o recoc_;nize our right, as a nation to fre::cdom and self-dFt,ermina.tion. 

Mr. Roman Ramirez withdrew. 

At the invitation of the Chairman, Mrs. Ruth Vassallo (Respetable Logia 

Femenina "Julia de.'Burgos 11 ) took a place at the Comm_itte~-- table. 

The CHAIRMAN: I call on Mrs. Ruth Vassallo. 
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Mrs. VASSALLO_ (interpretation from Spanish): I am appearing here on 

behalf o:f the Julia de Burgos respectable Masonic Lodge of Puerto Rican Women. 

I am accompanied by Conchita Soltero, our venerable Lodge mistress. 

The three basic principles which govern our organization are equality, 

fraternity and freedom. For that reason the primary responsibility of 

masonic women in a colony such as Puerto Rico is to fight for independence. 

Fulfilling this responsibility has brought us here today seeking the 

implementation of United Nations reso].ution 1514 (XV) in connection with 

Puerto Rico. 

Since the founding of the United Hations the case of independence for 

Puerto Rico has been broucht again and acain before this Organization 

in pursuit of the implementation of one of the basic principles which gave 

birth to the United Nations - the decolonization of peoples. Our struggle 

has been and continues to be very difficult since we are a colony of the most 

powerful empire in history, the United States of .America - the same United 

States which dropped the bomb on Hiroshima, which intervened in Viet Nam 

with murder, the destruction of flora and fauna and the sterilizaticn cf land 

for the next two or three generations, leaving its stamp of misery and hunger: 

the same United States which is brutally and irresponsibly attacking our 

Central American brothers in their just struggle for social claims 

that would enable men to live like men:, the same United States which has 

called for participation by our young Puerto Rican men in its armies to serve 

in its interventionist interests:. the sa:rr.e United States which has J'T'lilitarized 

Puerto Tiico to such an extent that we have in our country the largest military 

base in the Americas:. the same United States which is using the Federal 

Grand Jury as an element of repression against those fighting for Puerto Rican 

independence. The same empire which is trying to destroy our cul tu.re; which 

is trying to prevent the daily and constant creation which is the culture 

of our own land. It is attempting to impose alien patterns: ignoring the 

fact that a people does not allow the imposition of conduct upon it. Each 

people creates its own conduct and around that arises·its way of seeing the 

world. 
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This empire which commits murder, seizes the lands of others, attacks countries 

fic;hting to alleviate ~he plight of barefoot and starving children 0• suppresses 

and kills those fighting for the independence of Puerto Rico, tries to 

destroy our culture which is tantamount to destroying our very raison d'etre 

this devastating empire is the one which is holdinc; us in subjection. 

Accordinr,ly, we urge that representatives reiterate in the United Nations 

General Assembly the call for the Assembly to include in its aeenda for 

its session this year the question of Puerto Rico as a separate item 

in order to speed up the decolonization of Puerto Rico, the fundamental 

requirement if the Committee is successfully to conclude its work as a 

decolonization organ. 

In conclusion, I should like to add three lines which representatives 

could perhaps bear in mind in pursuance of their work. Puerto Rico as a 

colony is a threat to the stability of the Caribbean: Puerto Rico as a colony 

is a threat to the integrity of Central Americaj Puerto Tiico as a colony is a 

threat to the peace of the entire world. 

Mrs. Vassallo withdrew. . -
At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Tiafael Soltero Pera;!.~~ (Gr_p.n Logi_a_ 

pa_ci5?.!?-al de Puerto Hico1 took a place at the Committee table. 

The CHAIRMAN: I call on Hr. Soltero Peralta to address the Committee, 

J1r. SOLTERO PERALTA (interpretation from Spanish): We are 

appearing here as representatives of the National Grand Lodge of Puerto Rico, 

a Puerto Rican masonic orGanization which has not missed a single year of 

these public hearings since the 1960s when the colonial case of Puerto Rico 

becan to be discussed here in this Committee on decolonization. 
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Inasmuch as since 1978, five years ago, this Special Comn1ittee has been 

satisfiec.1 that there is adequate proof of the political~ legal, econoraic and 

cultural subjuc;ation imposed upon the people of Puerto Rico since 1898 by the 

metropolitan Power, the United States of .f\rilerica, and on the basis of that 

perceived colonial reality requested the Government of the United States to 

withdraw from our national territory the power that it had previously exercised 

so that our people may exercise validly and effectively its inalienable 

right to self-determination and independence? as well as to manage its o,m 

destiny, it is therefore no longer necessary for us to adduce large numbers 

of facts nnd additional data to demonstrate what has already been clearly provc~d -

as can be seen from the records of this Committee, its five resolutions adopted 

between 1973 and 1982 on the subject, anc.1 its annual reports to the General 

Assembly in respect of the case of Puerto Rico. 
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We db consider it timely and necessary, however~ to bring to the Cormnittee's 

attention the fact that, despite its repeatedly urging the United States to 

desist from exercising its imperial sway over Puerto Rico, which it does 

in flagrant violrrtion of the United :Nations Charter, the legitimate dec:isi.cns of 

the Committee of 2h and the rules of international public lav 

1rith ree;ard to decolonization:., the Government in Uashington arrorrantly 
'> 

persists in exercising over our people powers that are identical to those it 

has -wielded for more than eight decades - ever since 1898 0 ·when it invaded thP lan<l 

it continues to occupy and to treat as a part of its own territory by force of 

arms. 

In other vords 0 the imperial United States Government continues to ignore 

completely the appeals issued by this anti-colonial body with respect to Puerto 

Rico in spite of the fact that five years have elapsed since the Committee 

bec;an to urge our people 1 s immediate decolonization. 

Indeed there is no sir,n at all that the U~ited States Government has any 

intention of beginning the process of decolonization that has been urc;ed upon it 

and without which neither the Pu(;rto Rican people nor its Government can do 

anything to move Puerto Rico closer to decolonization, without running the risk o.f 

causing damage to the country - damage that could assume unforeseeable proportions. 

Ue must also point out that, in addition to this failure to act, the United 

States Government continues with impunity to commit serious violations of the 

elementary rights of our people. The most recent and significant of these 

violations can be summed up as follows: 

One, the absolute control by the metropolitan Po,1er of international 

relntions involving and affecting Puerto Rico, a right to which our people is 

entitled. The most recent example of this illegitimate control of foreign 

affairs uas the refusal- of the Executive Branch in 1,lashinc;ton to allou Puerto 

Rico to participate.in the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO), in its own right, for the protection of its Hi spa.no-

American culture. 
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'Iwo absolute control of the economy, finances• and banking and 'Washington-

imposed conditions governing the use of credit, particularly with regard to 

foreign exchanee. 

Three, the absolute control of the territory of Puerto Rico and the 

seas surrounding it. 

Four, the continuation of bombardments and military manoeuvres by the 

United States infantry, naval and air forces, in conjunction with allied 

forces, entailing serious risks for the people of Puerto Rico and 

irreparable ecological damage. 

Five, the reimposition of compulsory military service and extendinr: it 

to the young people of Puerto Rico. 

Six, the decisive influence, both direct and indirect, on the 

educational system of Puerto Rico to the (letriment of sound pedagogic policy 0 

along with a lack of proper stimulus for detecting the scientific truth of 

basic knowledge, as well as the lack of proper emphasis that should be. a part 

of any sound educational system. 

Seven, the continued persecution of Puerto Ricans who have openly and 

bravely defended their country:s independence. In this respect, the scandalous 

Cerro Maravilla case is particularly noteworthy. It involved young advocates 

of independence who were treacherously and purposely entrapped and who died, 

obviously at Government hands instead of being brought to trial as they should 

have been and as is usually the case ·with those purported to have violated the 

law. 

Eitht, the intervention of judses and of a Grand Jury,operating as part • 

of the metropolitan judicial system, assuming jurisdiction over purely local, 

matters and making judicial rulings that openly clash with the powers traditionally 

recoe;nized as incumbent u1JOn the courts of the local justice system. The most 

recent examples of such violations have occurred in clisputes in connection with 

local electoral matters and uith the powers cf the Puerto Rican Bar Association. 
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Nine, the threat by the United States Government to set up on Puerto Rican 

territory a so -called military college of the Americas aimed at training military 

personnel to oversee foreign intervention in the internal affairs of the.peoples 

of Latin America. 

Ten, the use of the Puerto Rican 'National Guard~ or a part of it, in 

military interventions and reckless ventures in Honauras as a part of the 

interventionist policy of the United States throughout Central America. 

Finally in view of the violations I have just enumerated, we would request 

the Special Committee, now that the case of Puerto Rico has reached the extre:rres 

to which I have referred and after five ;,rears of foot--dragging since decolonization 

was first requested, and since the colony is the largest among the 1 per cent of 

mankind still awaiting lJOlitical freedom. -· we would, I repeat, request the 

Committee to reis.sue its decision that the case of Puerto Rico should be 

included in the agenda of the General Assembly for 1983 in order that that 

body, the most representative of world public opinion, might take the appropriate 

decisions that wouJ.d enable more than 3 million Latin Americans finally to 

emerge from their condition of abject servitude. 

Mr. Soltero Peralta withdrew. 

The meet inf! rose at 5. 40 -e.~. 




